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Students call for justice

INSIDE TODAY

‘Black Lives Matter’ protest displays opposition to decision in Ferguson case
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LEGO tournament since 2010
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Ever since the grand jury’s
decision not to indict police officer Darren Wilson after shooting
Michael Brown, an African-American teenager in Ferguson, Missouri,
the media has been bombarded
with a variety of reactions.
“It [has] exploded on social
media. I know personally … I
exploded on social media, and got
a lot of response from the people
around me in my home town,” said
Jalisa Bone, a freshman psychology
major who also created the social

justice Facebook group, “Close the
Gap.”
The group promotes itself as a
group of like-minded individuals coming together for a common
cause.
“It’s just a bunch of people who
feel that social injustice should
not be tolerated, and we all came
together,” Bone said. “I have some
friends who are the heads of organizations … [who] decided they could
get their groups into a protest.”
This peaceful “Black Lives Matter” protest, which took place on
see protest, page A3
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Many students laid down on the commons at noon on Wednesday to represent Michael
Brown’s body which was left on the ground outside for four-and-a-half hours.
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Professors are becoming
more skeptical about
student excuses

Professors show their
true colors through their
door decorations

By Emily Bagdasarian
contributing writer

Life | B1

to students without disabilities by
teaching them a new skill.
“ASL is a marketable language.
Major programs such as communications, [communication
sciences and disorders], nursing,
teaching and hospitality could be
improved,” Gilchriest said. “Anyone going out into the public
sphere could benefit from learning this language.”
According to Gilchr iest,
it would also bring a greater
understanding to the lives and

“Your grandmother is more likely to
die because you're taking this class.”
Some faculty members in JMU’s
Department of Philosophy and Religion are adding this clause to their
syllabus “to serve as a warning that,
‘Hey, I know students use this as an
excuse,’” Department Head Charles
Bolyard said.
Roughly three to four of Bolyard’s
students claim they will be missing
class for dear old grandma's funeral
each semester. Most professors, like
Bolyard, require documentation such
as an obituary prior to the absence,
due to the popularity of this excuse.
Bolyard justifies this “because we’re
not good at telling when someone is
lying. We have these blanket policies
to keep everything fair.”
When Bolyard emails students
asking for prior documentation in
exchange for an excused absence,
most students respond, “I think it’s
just easier if I come to class.”
However, such policies can reach
only so far. One student who insisted
on anonymity went as far as forging a
wedding invitation to get out of class.
The common medium for conveying excuses is through email.
With two paragraphs remaining in
her assignment, one student knew
she would not finish her paper in

see sign, page A4

see excuses, page B2
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Back from Puerto Rico,
women’s basketball is
ready to finish nonconference play strong
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A language barrier
Student pushes for American Sign Language to be offered as a major or minor

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

Laura Knott, a graduate student studying speech-language pathology, participates in a review session for a quiz in her
introduction to sign language class by signing different seasons and times of day.

By samantha ellis
The Breeze

Hip-hop was
my first love; it
was a release
from teenage
angst. I just
kept going and
then realized I
wanted to be an
English major.
life | b1
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INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

From Spanish to Arabic to
ancient Greek — JMU’s selection
of classes on foreign languages is
nothing short of diverse. Notably
missing, however, is American Sign
Language.
When she first came to JMU,
junior theatre major Kelsey Gilchriest wanted to gain a better
understanding of ASL. However,
according the university’s undergraduate catalog, JMU only offers
two ASL courses.

“I’d been wanting to take sign
language since I started here at
JMU, but my freshman year I was
told I couldn’t take it until I was
an upperclassman,” Gilchriest
said. “So I took it at Blue Ridge
Community College and fell in
love with the language, and when
I came back in the spring of that
year I was allowed into the senior
level course.”
Gilchriest believes that the benefits of having more ASL options
wouldn’t be limited to those of the
ASL community, but would expand

Nation contributes right away

Junior guard returns from suspension, has game-winning basket against Campbell University
By stephen proffitt
The Breeze
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TODAY WILL BE
Mostly cloudy

47° /34°
chance of rain: 10%

of the best players in the league.”
However, his seven turnovers on Friday
showed he still had some rust to shake.
“I told him to,” Andre Nation said about
And to that point on Tuesday, he’d logged
remaining in Tuesday’s game against Camp32 minutes and his lack of game shape was
bell University.
getting to him.
The junior guard made it clear to head
“Truthfully, I don’t know,” Nation said
coach Matt Brady that he would be left in
of his shape. “I didn’t cramp up in that
down the stretch against Campbell UniverOhio State game so I thought I would be
good. I kept drinking a lot of water since
sity, despite visibly cramping.
“It’s just a player thing,” he said. “Pride, I
that game so I really don’t know what happened. I wasn’t necessarily tired, I just kept
got too much pride I guess.”
cramping.”
Nation came in at the 15:42 mark of the first
daniel stein / the breeze
half. He walked by longtime public address
Nation felt the need to stick it out. He has
Junior guard Andre Nation scored 15 points in both his season debut
announcer Jack Cavanaugh and on to the
trust to regain. It’s been the biggest chalat Ohio State on Friday and in Tuesday’s game against Campbell.
Convocation Center floor, checking in for
lenge in his third return from suspension
the first time this season at home.
in just over two years of time.
Nation wrapped up his five-game suspension including a lasting alley-oop slam dished from
“Getting the trust that I won’t make any more mislast week when he appeared Friday afternoon in junior guard Ron Curry.
takes,” Nation said. “That’s probably the hardest thing.”
JMU’s game against Ohio State. He came off the
“You want all of your players,” Curry said. “Of
bench that day, netting 15 points in 28 minutes, course you want one of your best players back, one
see nation, page B5
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Thirty-two years ago, The Breeze relocated from the
Wine-Price Building to the Anthony-Seeger basement.
The girls in Wine-Price cheered on the editors as they
crossed South Main Street to their new office. AnthonySeeger remained The Breeze’s home until today, but
tomorrow it moves on to a new location on South Main
Street.

The Breeze is on the move ... again?
Starting on Monday, Dec. 8, The Breeze’s new office will
officially open. The office is being moved from AnthonySeeger Hall to a location a mile down South Main Street.
The Breeze has been in its Seeger offices for 32 years and
was previously in the Wine-Price Hall.
The Breeze has also acquired the Hillcrest Annex
building behind the Hillcrest honors building. This will
effectively be our “on-campus bureau” and the newsroom plans to hold interest meetings on campus, as well
as twice-weekly section meetings.
The new address will be 1598 S. Main Street and the
map should help you find us. This is a time of transition for us and we want to remain as visible as we can
on campus. If you have questions regarding our office
move, or need additional information email the editorin-chief at breezeeditor@gmail.com or call our offices
at 540-568-6127.

How to get there
The office will be near Backcountry Restaurant and
Lounge, just past the El Charro restaurant on South
Main Street.
The quickest and easiest way to get to the office is
to drive or bike.
HDPT Route 10 offers service to the new office.
Look for the stop “South Main Street @ The Breeze”
on HDPT’s schedules. Northbound the stop will be
#105 out front of Green’s South Main Laundry (now
The Breeze). Route 4 also serves the same stops. Route
31 takes over the late night runs starting at 7 p.m. and
ending around 10:46 p.m. All schedules can be found
at harrisonburgva.gov/bus-service.
The office will offer ample non-restricted parking
available for students.

Read Anthony-Seeger reflections, page A7

News

make a resolution
Improve your skills by writing for The Breeze.
Email breezenews@gmail.com.

Editors Erin Flynn & Patrick Mortiere Email breezenews@gmail.com
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A challenge to build
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In Brief
JMU

Hundreds of students expected to attend LEGO-building competition in Harrisonburg

Planetarium show tells
story of Christmas star
The John C. Wells Planetarium will be
hosting a seasonal show called “Mystery of
the Christmas Star,” which explores the scientific exploration behind the star followed
by the wise men 2,000 years ago.
Presentations will take place at the
planetarium in Miller Hall on Friday and
Saturday evenings at 7 p.m. and Sunday
afternoons at 2 p.m. from Dec. 5 to Dec.
21. The viewings are free, and every show
will be followed by a star talk featuring the
Goto Chronos starball.
colonial heights

Woman sentenced to
20 years in prison

marshal riggs / the breeze

The University of Virginia, Virginia Tech and George Mason University have worked in collaboration with JMU’s computer science department to put
together a one-day computer science outreach program. A LEGO League Tournament will be held over the weekend where students will construct robots.

By Jessica Newman
The Breeze

Bricks will be laid and memories made
when students go head-to-head in a building
competition.
This weekend, the world’s largest LEGO
League Tournament since 2010 will be taking
place in Memorial Hall.
The tournament will begin on Saturday
morning with an opening ceremony that will
include a welcome speech by JMU President
Jon Alger. In this competition, students from
ages 9 to 14 will be judged on core values and
teamwork, a research project and the building and design of a unique robot. On Sunday,
the competition will be moved to Harrisonburg High School, where the robots will battle
head-to-head.
According to Kurt Plowman, a returning
referee, the kids get really into it. Every year
they’re excited to not only build their own
robot, but to actually watch it in action as well.
The tournament, which formerly took place
at Virginia Tech, has been hosted at JMU since
2007. Nick Swayne, dean of JMU’s College of
Education, has been running this event since
then, and stressed the impact JMU students
have on the tournament.
“I have 25 to 30 students who learn leadership by participating. There’s students that
handle volunteer coordination, coordinating
with the faculty to run the activities [and much
more].” Swayne said. They’re all learning how
to lead as part of an organization. I don’t want

to take credit for running it by myself because
[the students] are what truly make it a success.”
In addition to the tournament taking
place in Memorial on Saturday, the Computer Science/Integrated Science and
Technology building will have numerous
labs open to the public. While the tournament participants aren’t competing, they
will be occupied with challenging educational activities.
JMU’s Computer Science Department, in
collaboration with three other institutions
from Virginia — VT, the University of Virginia
and George Mason University — is organizing
a one-day computer science outreach program
during this year’s Computer Science Education
Week. This statewide initiative is called Computer Science for Virginia (CS4Va) Day.
CS4Va Day is a nationwide Hour of Code
event held to support the mission that every
student in every school should have the opportunity to learn computer science. Farzana
Rahman, an assistant professor of computer
science, is hopeful that all the high school and
middle school students of the community will
be able to get a taste of what computer science
is all about.
“There is a national movement about computer science that every kid in the world
should have some basic programming experience,” Rahman said. “To support that mission,
we came up with the idea. Everyone should
know how to program just like how they
should know how to count.”
One of the many goals of CS4Va Day is to

collectively recognize the computer science
outreach efforts offered by various universities, schools and nonprofit organizations
throughout. According to Rahman, the large
number of faculty and students who are
involved hope to ultimately promote and support a community of learning and engagement
in computer science amongst students of varying ages.
When this event was held last year, the labs
were open for only an hour. However, this year,
the lab will be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. to
the whole community. Already, there’s an estimated 200 middle school student expected
to be at ISAT. There will be various activities
and coding sessions as well as snacks, beverages, T-shirts and flyers. This event is open to
all middle and high school students as well
as adults, and there will be a new educational
activity held every hour.
Cindy Klevickis, an ISAT professor, is also
involved with this event. She expressed her
enthusiasm about the opportunity being
presented to both JMU students and LEGO
tournament participants.
“We’re giving our students here at JMU a
chance to work with really highly motivated
and intelligent kids,” Klevickis said. “For the
kids, we hope they’ll discover activities that
make them excited. We’d like them to get
involved in science of all kinds, rather than
just LEGO activities.”
Contact Jessica Newman at
newmanjt@dukes.jmu.edu.

A 19-year-old woman from Colonial
Heights, Virginia, was sentenced to 20
years in prison on Tuesday. Margaret Blair
Dacey was charged with the dealth of Russell “Rusty” Mack on Feb. 11, 2013, when she
kicked him in his head, causing him to fall
backward and fracture his skull, according
to The Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Mack died 17 days after the impact from
the pavement causes internal bleeded and
swelling of the brain. He was removed from
life support by his parents after doctors
said there was nothing more that could
be done.
The prosecutor for the case, Tara
Mooney, argued that Dacey was “spoiling
for a fight” and that she had “no regard” for
the victim — kicking him out of anger, and
not out of self-defense.
A jury in the Chesterfield Circuit Court
was unable to deliver a punishment in July
because Dacey was a juvenile when the
crime was committed.
Fairfax

Officials agree to $403
million loan for Metro
During a meeting on Tuesday, officials in Fairfax County agreed to plans for
funding to the second phase of the Metro’s Silver Line, according to the Associated
Press.
The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors approved the terms to a $403 million
federal loan that’s expected to cover 45 percent of the project’s costs. The county will
cover the remaining costs of the new rail
lane, which is estimated to cost a total of
$915 million.
The loan comes with a competitive interest rate and would allow Fairfax County to
hold off on payments for up to five years
after the project’s completion, according
to the board.
The Silver Line’s second phase of
construction will connect to Dulles International Airport and is slated to finish in
2018. All in all, the entire Silver Line project will have cost $5.6 billion once it’s
completed.

protest | Students join national movement against oppressive system
from front

Daniel Stein / the breeze

FROM LEFT: Junior justice studies major Creighton Incorminias, junior geographic science major Olivia Meyer, freshman
psychology major Jalisa Bone and junior social work major Julia Stoneham stand on the commons during Wednesday’s protest.

Wednesday, allowed Bone, along with
15 other students, to respond to the
decision in the Ferguson case.
The protest consisted of taking pictures of people holding “Black Lives
Matter” signs and laying their bodies
down on the commons to represent
Brown’s body, which was left out for
four-and-a-half hours, according to
junior justice studies major Creighton
Incorminias.
“Many of us agree that it is time for a
justice change — for injustice and the
structural discrimination in the U.S. to
change,” Incorminias said.
But JMU students weren’t the only
ones who participated. Some faculty
members, including Tammy Castle,
an assistant professor in the Justice
Studies Department, also showed
their support by taking a picture with
the signs.
“This is kind of an ongoing national
protest event, so I think it’s important
[that] JMU also show their solidarity in
the Black Lives Matter campaign, especially given that the minority at JMU is
relatively low,” Castle said.
Castle has also been incorporating
the Ferguson events and decision into
her media and justice class by focusing
on the coverage of these events.
According to Castle, “In this class,
we’re focusing a little bit more on
media and how this is sort of being perceived by the public, what the media’s

focusing on … and what that means for
what students and the public in general
soaks up about the event.”
The class also looks at the sources
and information that various media
outlets choose to use and how the coverage may be skewed.
Castle said that the Ferguson case is
a unique one because when it comes to
indictments, grand juries aren’t a trial
or about guilt or innocence; they’re
meant to determine whether there’s
enough evidence for the case to go to
trial.
“In this case, it was unique in that a
lot of testimony was presented, people
were allowed to speak; it’s not normal
during grand jury testimonies,” Castle
said. “So it was pretty clear by what the
prosecutor did that the prosecutor had
no desire to obtain an indictment.”
But for many, the Black Lives Matter
campaign goes beyond the protest and
the impact of the indictment and how
it affects their daily lives.
“For me it shows this systematic
oppression hasn’t gone away as much
as people thought it has … it’s kind of
scary, honestly, knowing that people
can get away with stuff like that with
no repercussions, or even compensation for their hardships,” Bone said. “It
happens all the time, and that’s what
bothers me. It happens so much and
this is just the one time it exploded.”
contact Erin Flynn at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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sign | Advanced sign language class has only five students this semester
from front

in sign language, you’d be lost. It would help if JMU presented it
as a foreign language, because, in reality, it is.”
While not involved with sign language at JMU, Gallagher has
firsthand knowledge of the subject.
“My upbringing made me bilingual in a way, we used sign language a lot in my house,” he said. “My dad was vocal and read
lips, so it wasn’t necessary, but it was very useful.”
As with any language, there are structural differences. Sign
language, which has variations throughout the world, is no
exception to this rule.

“To this day I can communicate in sign language, but my grammar is terrible,” Gallagher said. “Verb-adjectives-nouns wise, it is
not formatted the same as American English, but that fact isn’t
often mentioned.”
While Gilchriest has faced many challenges so far, she believes
that her voice will one day be heard.
“My anger and hurt from that is now motivating me to push
harder and fight for what this campus needs,” Gilchriest said.

challenges of deaf Americans.
“The deaf community is more than just a disabled peoples,”
Gilchriest said. “They have a culture and a means by which they
communicate.”
According to Communication Sciences and Disorders Department Head Cynthia O’Donoghue, options are available, though
they’re mostly limited to students within the major.
“There are numerous other courses instructed through our
contact Samantha Ellis at ellissl@dukes.jmu.edu.
department that are related to prevention, assessment and intervention for individuals who are
hard of hearing at both the undergraduate and
the graduate levels of study,” O’Donoghue said.
Still, Gilchriest said it has been an uphill battle to
even begin a discussion with the Foreign Language
Department.
“I reached out freshman and sophomore year
to [Giuliana Fazzion, Foreign Language Department head], and was told that it wouldn’t happen.
I then reached out to President Alger, who referred
me to the Vice Provost for Academic Affairs Teresa
Gonzalez, who told me that it wasn’t a priority at
JMU and that we didn’t have the resources,” Gilchriest said.
Both Fazzion and Gonzalez were unable to be
reached for comment.
“It’s heartbreaking. JMU is always telling us to be
the change, and I’ve been trying to do that in pursuing what I’m passionate about, and so far no one
has been willing to hear me out,” Gilchriest said.
Though a disappointing answer for Gilchriest,
adding a major or minor program is a long and
oftentimes difficult process.
Jerry Benson, vice provost and senior vice president for Academic Affairs, explained just how
complicated and selective the process of approval
can be.
“An academic department would have to develop
a curriculum, it would have to be approved at the
academic unit level, it would have to be approved
at the college level, it would have to be approved
at the division level by the Council on Academic
Programs,” Benson said. “Then it would have to
be approved by the Board of Visitors, and then
approved by the State Council of Higher Education.”
Benson added that finding a department willing
to take on the challenge is not easy.
“You’re probably talking multiple years there,
and there has to be an academic unit to bring forth
the program,” Benson said.
An additional obstacle is garnering interest.
CSD 421, or Sign Language II, has only five students enrolled for the current semester, according
to JMU records. Introduction to sign language has
been much more popular, with three full sections.
The introduction course is a prerequisite for the
advanced 421 class.
Nathan Gallagher, a senior writing, rhetoric
and technical communication major and former
Breeze opinion writer, grew up with a deaf father.
He believes enrollment interest could be improved
through the way the classes are offered.
marshal riggs / the breeze
“I think it’s an issue with the curriculum,
because the truth is that it is a whole other language,” Gallagher said. “If you didn’t know ASL Melissa Lavey, a senior political science major, practices what she’s learned before taking a quiz in CSD 420. JMU offers two classes on American Sign Language,
and you were immersed in a conversation solely and the process to accept the language as a major or minor would require the approval of JMU’s Board of Visitors and the State Council of Higher Education.
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A cultural exchange
Associate communication studies professor Carlos Alemán distinguishes between cultural and personal identities
By Alyssa miller
contributing writer
Carlos Alemán is an associate professor in the School of Communication
Studies at JMU. He also serves as the coordinator for the cultural
communication minor. The Breeze caught up with Alemán about
his life outside JMU and within the city of Harrisonburg.
How did you decide to start teaching? How did you
first know you wanted to work with students?

My partner and I were both from Chicago, we both got our
degrees at the University of Iowa. And we both were studying communication, we both were studying relationships … And we liked
the idea of being professors. I think I like the idea of learning more
than I like the idea of teaching … and that means I like what students tell me about something that I’ve learned from them. [They
always seem] like, “Why are you asking me questions?” and I’m like,
“Because you’re the only one who can tell me … every time you say
something like, ‘you know what I mean?’ I really have no idea what
you mean. And so, can you tell me? … Because what you mean and
what I mean are so different, and we could just talk about it, you
know? I could learn from you. And if I learn from you, in an odd
way, I can learn more about myself as well, what is my own comfort
and my own faith and identity, and my own comfort of my class or
my sexuality, or my age.”
Do you find that the culture and cultural identities at
JMU differ from other schools you’ve taught at?

Absolutely. Chicago is a cultural mecca in a diverse sense … and
the students really enjoy talking about it. When [my partner and I]
first came to JMU 17 years ago, I couldn’t believe how nice the students were, just nice, and I was like, “You can’t be this nice,” you
know? And it was like, “Oh, you are this nice. But you’re not asking yourselves questions about your cultural identity. You’re asking
great questions about your personal identity, but not your cultural
identity.”
How do you distinguish between personal identity and cultural identity?

Cultural identity is any time you talk about yourself as “we.” When
you feel a part of a community, whether it is your family community, your town’s community, or JMU pride — what you’re feeling
is this sense of being with other people. And so many times people
just try to talk about culture and they try to make it very concrete
by saying, “It’s race,” or, “It’s nation,” and that’s just an objective way
to try and get a handle on this sense. And when people talk about
working in an organizational culture and how much they feel a part
of that community — and they begin to wear team clothing and
team logos, and they begin to identify with this group — you know
you’ve got a cultural identity.
You have said on your bio that your writings are “decidedly social
constructionist.” Can you explain briefly what that means?

I think it’s pretty common now for people to say things like,
“There’s no such thing as race. We make up race. Race is a social
construction.” And what they mean, of course, is that black, white,
yellow, brown, these were categories that humans made up for classifying other people. So that’s the basic idea of a social construction
— something that is made up, that was constructed as a means of

organizing the world. Not
just the physical world … our
social world — organizing
our relationships, organizing
how we feel about other people, giving them terms, giving
them labels and then acting
upon that. What I’ve loved
… about the past month, in
watching the news about the
tension in Ferguson, is that it’s
brought out so many people
talking, not just about race,
but talking about what race
means. And when people talk
about what race means, and
when people talk about what
actions symbolize in those
relationships, that’s social
construction. It’s not simply
that they are repeating something that they’ve learned but
that they are actually making
something new with their situation right now … You can’t
just not talk about it, because
you want to be part of the
discussion so that whatever
construction that you make
is productive rather than
destructive.
What is the AMISTAD program?

AMISTAD (“friendship” in
Spanish) was actually developed by a Spanish professor
here … she started this [afterschool] program where kids
can speak Spanish. PoliticalJames chung / the breeze
ly speaking, at that time kids
were getting told in school
they could get detention
Carlos Alemán finds differences in the identities of students at JMU versus other schools he has taught at
or suspension for speaking
around the country. He mentions that Chicago is a hub for diversity and students enjoy discussing this topic.
Spanish in class. Four years
later, we had a Heritage Spanish Speaking class. So she started this think the only way to touch is to fight. An abrazo is a signifier among
wonderful program, did it for three years, but it’s hard to sustain men of both ... comfort with your association — but also with your
a program like that when you’re also teaching full time, so it went masculinity. It means hug, but it also means embrace, and we took
dormant for a year. A lot of the counselors asked me if there was it as double meaning — that we’d like you to embrace this part of
some way I could keep it going, so I reinitiated it, and invited some your cultural identity, and it’s a nice way of taking a cultural term
of the communications students and foreign language students to that has multiple meanings and letting students do with it what
be mentors. We really focused the AMISTAD program on Spanish- they want to do with it.
speaking identities, how do you identify yourself, but also how do
you understand yourself as kids with college promise.
How can students get involved in these programs?
Can you explain the ABRAZOS program?

ABRAZOS (“hugs” in Spanish) emerged because there was this
other thing that happened about touching — that we taught kids
that they’re not supposed to touch each other for different reasons.
But among Latinos, touch is an important part of communicating
warmth. The boys struggle with this issue of masculinity, so they

I teach an intercultural class, and the students who I think have
demonstrated the most reflection, I’ll invite them. I usually take a
group of about five to seven. It’s been a little bit more difficult this
year since the bus transportation for after school activities funding
has been cut, but we do what we can when we’re here.
contact Alyssa Miller at mille7aa@dukes.jmu.edu.
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We shouldn’t need controversy to ‘be the change’
The Shenandoah Valley has been on high
alert the past few months. In Harrisonburg,
JMU students have reported multiple stalking
incidents. In Charlottesville, the disappearance
and death of University of Virginia sophomore
Hannah Graham rattled the community. Five
other women have disappeared or been killed
along Route 29 in the last five years.
A month later, Rolling Stone published the
story of a U.Va. woman named “Jackie” who was
horrifically gang raped at a fraternity party as
a freshman in 2012. Her account, when first
reported to administration, resulted in little
response from the university. That is, until the
article came out.
In light of her story there has been a
massive response from U.Va.’s community and
a mobilization on its campus to implement
change and prevent more students from
suffering a similar injustice. A glance at
U.Va. publications such as The Cavalier Daily
and The Declaration makes it apparent that
reactions have been a catalyst for students and
administration alike to take action. The Board
of Visitors held a livestreamed special session
to vote in a zero-tolerance policy on sexual
assault, the university president temporarily
suspended all fraternities and the student

council launched a website for sexual assault
resources and discussion.
The contrast to JMU is stark. Sarah Butters’
story emerged over the summer, and although
there was an outpouring of both anger and
support on social media at the time, now we
must ask: what has actually been done?
Let’s consider briefly the efforts to prevent
and respond to sexual assault on our campus.
The Office of Judicial Affairs became the Office
of Student Accountability and Restorative
Practices. ORL made a video. A political science
class held a roundtable on sexual assault. The
Student Government Association is planning an
It’s On Us campaign. CARE remains a studentrun organization with limited resources and
no office space. JMU is under investigation for
not adhering to the federal law, Title IX. Almost
all of our sexual assault training on campus
is geared toward response and intervention,
rather than prevention. And little was changed
for this year’s freshman orientation.
We are fond of calling JMU “the happiest
place on earth.” When we buy into the idea
that school spirit is equivalent to unconditional
love for JMU, we perpetuate a culture of
complacency. When we’re complacent, we
refuse to ask the university to change, the

student body to change, the party culture to
change. Enforcing the belief that JMU makes
students universally happy does a disservice to
those who might associate JMU with some of
their most painful experiences.
Constructive and critical discussion of
topics such as sexual assault and rape culture
is necessary to prevent us from becoming
complacent and allowing rape culture to
persist. We are JMU, we are responsible for
what happens on our campus, but sexual
assault prevention initiatives can’t be limited
to students alone. The university calls on us
to “be the change.” But the administration
and Board of Visitors have yet to make a
substantial commitment to changing how we
as an institution address sexual assault.
We call on them to facilitate constructive
change and the student body to acknowledge
that we need to move past “expulsion after
graduation” and outrage and instead work
together toward solutions. Establishing a
task force for sexual assault prevention,
including administrators, qualified faculty
and students would be a good first step. We
need a commitment to ensuring transparency,
engaging with students and trusting their
experience. A safer campus should be an

immediate priority for JMU, not just because
our student body is 60 percent female, not just
because it protects our reputation and complies
with federal law, but because it enables a true
learning environment.
But it’s up to us, the students, to ensure
these changes are made. If the university isn’t
responding, we need to ask them to. We need to
promote an open dialogue that gives each of us
the chance to be vocal about these topics. Our
voices, especially those of students who have
experienced sexual violence, should matter
the most. Let’s exercise our power as engaged
members of the university community. The
overwhelming response at U.Va is proof that
speaking up can help create the change that
we’re supposed to be.
We shouldn’t need another “Jackie” or Sarah
Butters story to shake us up and push our
community toward action.
The Breeze welcomes a multitude of
perspectives on the subject of sexual
assault, among many others. Submissions
are welcomed through our upcoming
blog or other traditional forms such as
columns, Darts & Pats and letters to the
editor.
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WHERE TO HIDE

In light of recent incidents involving police brutality, officers should be required to wear body cameras
Protests and riots rocked the country last while dealing with everyday citizens. This isn’t just my guessing
week after a grand jury refused to indict Dar- because it’s been observed to work.
ren Wilson, the officer who shot Mike Brown in
In California, officers have started wearing cameras, and the numFerguson, Missouri. Continuing the disturbing ber of reports of abuse by officers has gone down along with incidents
trend of police violence this year, an Ohio cop of force being used by officers.
shot and killed 12-yearOur police force right here in Harrisonburg is already asking for an increase in
old Tamir Rice. Apparently
they believed the toy gun
If we know this can work,
their budget in order to get cameras for their
the boy had was a real
uniforms.
then we need to start
one, even though the 911
Cops recognize that these cameras don’t
implementing this on every
dispatcher told them it was probably a fake
just protect citizens; they protect the cops
weapon.
themselves.
police force in the country.
Make no mistake, police brutality and excesIn the event that a person fabricates a
sive use of force is becoming a serious, systemic
report of police brutality, the camera’s footage can be used to exonerate the officer.
problem in our society and something must be
If we know this can work, then we need to
done about it.
One of the best ways to combat this social illness is, in both my start implementing this on every police force in the country. Overt
estimation and the estimation of Mike Brown’s family, to issue every police brutality and violence needs to stop, and stop now. We can’t
officer a body camera, which must be on and recording the entire keep allowing people to kill without any accountability at all. We
time they’re on duty and can’t be turned off or removed.
need change, and it can’t come soon enough.
With this method, every interaction between officers and the public is easily viewable by an officer’s superiors and, if necessary, a Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science major. Contact
courtroom. It also encourages officers to be on their best behavior Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “might-want-to-hit-spell-check-again” dart to The
Breeze staff who had a typo in one of their headlines.
From a JMU “STUDnet” who loves correcting spelling errors.
A “big-holiday-thank-you” pat to President Alger for
granting faculty and staff a few extra days during the holidays.
From a part-time staff member who, even though she won’t
get paid for those days, can still use them and appreciates his
generosity.
A “thanks-for-everything-you-do” pat to the JMU
Libraries’ student assistants.
From your supervisors who know that we couldn’t run these
places without your help.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “everyone-makes-mistakes” dart to the JMU professor
who yelled at the Route 33 driver for missing his stop.
From a concerned passenger and fellow student who has
noticed the driver isn’t around anymore and hopes his job
wasn’t stolen from him.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “you-ain’t-no-Rockette” dart to the tap dancing
dude in the Student Success Center.
From a student employee who had to watch the
housekeeping staff clean up all your scuff marks after you
left.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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An “I-don’t-know-how-you-do-it” pat to JMU’s incredible
Facilities Management for having to blow away the ridiculous
amounts of leaves on campus literally every morning. In spite
of the harsh winds and freezing temps, you all really make a
huge difference on this campus every day.
From a totally admirin’ student who can’t get enough of
how clean and orderly campus remains throughout the year.
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Breeze File Photo

Former Editor-in-Chief Chris Kouba gets a push by Managing Editor Jill Howard.

1982

On
the
road
again
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2014

James Chung / The Breeze

Life Editor Lauren Hunt gives Editor-in-Chief Sean Cassidy a ride to the new office.

Staff from past and present reflect on The Breeze moving offices, and one of our own says goodbye
Brad Jenkins | The Breeze
The Breeze was on the move.
It was the fall of 1982, and the AnthonySeeger Campus School, run by JMU as a
training center for future teachers, had closed
the previous spring. The Breeze, housed in
Wine-Price Hall, was about to occupy the
former school’s gymnasium space in the
basement.
But first, like any journalists worth their
mettle, the staff documented the move with
a photo. Editor-in-Chief Chris Kouba sat on a
rolling desk chair, typewriter perched on his
lap. Behind him, Managing Editor Jill Howard, in running shorts and shoes, pushed him
away from the building.
The Sept. 6, 1982 edition of the newspaper prominently featured the photo on Page
2. “The Breeze has relocated,” the headline
announced.
More than three decades later, we’re on
the move again. On Friday, JMU is moving us
to 1598 S. Main St. to make room for another
department to move to the Anthony-Seeger
basement.
At a university where the letters JMU have
jokingly been referred to as “Just Move Us,” it’s
remarkable that we’ve been in this place for
32 years. The longevity, though, has made the
Anthony-Seeger basement a special place in
the memories of many who have worked here.
Breeze alums often tell us that Seeger is
where they learned not just how to report and
write and sell and design, but how to lead,
work in teams, produce an excellent product
and do it all with ethics and responsibility. It’s
a place where many grew up.
I know. I became a staff reporter within
weeks of arriving at JMU in 1995, eager to continue what I’d been doing during all of high
school. Like many student reporters, my first
assignment was not front-page, blockbuster
news.
It was a story about an event called “Relationships: Do They Have to Hurt?” Imagine
my excitement two weeks later when one of
my next stories was at the top of the front page.

Three years later, I’d write the top story on a it. The part of the office that now houses
Breeze “Extra” edition after a man pleaded 20-plus advertising staffers was a darkroom
guilty to killing two JMU students.
area where pages were designed with physIan Katz, a 1985 alumnus and former Edi- ical cutting and pasting that became large
tor-in-Chief who now works for Bloomberg negatives for the press. Those who were here
News, captured my own
then mostly rememsentiments when he told
ber the strong stench
me about his own days as
Breeze alums often tell us
of developer chemia Breeze editor.
cals used to create the
that
Seeger
is
where
they
negatives.
“It’s staggering to think
learned not just how to
you’re 19 or so and runThe newsroom
is much like it was
ning a staff of 20 or 30 or
report and write and sell
40 people, and you have
when the staff moved
and design, but how to lead, in — a large open
a lot of responsibility,”
workspace for more
he said. “Working at The
work in teams, produce
than a dozen editors.
Breeze was an immersion
an excellent product and
A second darkroom,
course in journalism.”
this one for developIt’s a course with a sucdo it all with ethics and
ing photos, is gone,
cessful record. Breezers
responsibility. It’s a place
replaced by a video
— that’s what we affecstudio, something
tionately call ourselves
where many grew up.
a newspaper never
— have gone on to win
would have thought
Pulitzers, work at major
to have in the 1980s.
media outlets, become
public-relations experts,
Also gone are slanted
start and lead compatables on which edinies, photograph world leaders and do live TV tors would literally cut out stories and paste
stand-ups from the White House lawn. That’s them on pages. A dozen or so iMacs are all our
not to mention the talent others contribute students need now.
at smaller, but no less important, companies
Some things never change
across the country.
A changing industry
In the 32 years since we moved here, media
has undergone (and continues to see) seismic, unpredictable shifts. But changes were
happening in 1982 when the staff moved in,
too. Newspaper production (and that’s all
newspapers did back then before the web
came along) was moving onto what at the
time were fantastically advanced computer
systems, complete with newfangled things
called floppy disks.
It all seems primitive compared to today,
and there are physical changes to prove

Of course, it’s the things that haven’t
changed that make Seeger meaningful to
those who’ve worked here. Breeze alums from
various eras share similar stories of covering
real-world situations and being given more
responsibility than they had ever had in their
lives.
Those stories have included nearly onethird of JMU’s 106-year history:
Three of JMU’s six presidents have led
the institution
JMU celebrated both its 75th and 100th
anniversaries
Enrollment exceeded 10,000 and, just

·
·
·

recently, 20,000
Campus grew across Interstate 81 and
past Seeger, which, in 1982, was on the very
edge of campus
JMU football won a national championship and got a bigger stadium
A future president campaigned here just
days before becoming the first African-American to hold the office.
More than 80,000 students have
graduated

·
·
·
·

“This wasn’t a joke,” Jill Howard Church
told me. A 1983 graduate, she was managing
editor when the staff moved to Seeger. “The
business at hand was always emphasized.
They wanted us to put out the best paper we
could, and we tried to live up to that. This was
not a hobby.”
Church and her husband, Steve (also a
Breezer who graduated in 1983), visited The
Breeze offices in 2013 as part of a trip during homecoming to mark 30 years since their
graduation. They met up with School of Media
Arts and Design professor David Wendelken,
a former adviser.
The group spent about an hour reminiscing
in the office. They felt like young journalists
again.
“When you walk into that room,” Church
said. “If you close your eyes, you can hear
everybody making jokes and working. Being
in that room took us back to a time when we
learned a lot and had a tremendous time.”
A lot had changed, in them and at The
Breeze, but they were grateful for the foundation they got here in Seeger.
“What mattered to us,” she said. “Was that
[The Breeze] was continuing on.”
And so it will.
Brad Jenkins is a 1999 graduate of JMU.
Following graduation, he worked at
Harrisonburg’s Daily News-Record before
returning to JMU in 2006 to serve as
general manager of The Breeze.

Sean Cassidy & IJ CHan | The Breeze
As you may have heard, we’re moving.
When we tell this news to our friends and
colleagues we’re usually met with the
same response, “They’re moving you way
out there?”
This move is a serious moment in The
Breeze’s history. It’s been 38 years or so
since the last one. Our basement office
in Anthony-Seeger Hall has been the
dungeon we all know and have come to
love. Seeger is somewhat hidden, which
we like, but we can still can make it to
Harrison in under 10 minutes. The office’s
character has grown over the years and so
too have the number of cockroaches that
scurry across the Seeger bathroom.

So you won’t find us in
the new Student Success
Center’s sparkling new
offices or JMU’s leased
Ice House space. But you
know what? We like it that
way. There’s something
meaningful in being the
underdog. It makes us
push more and more.
And sometimes, like this
year, we win a Pacemaker,
the most prestigious
award in college media.

Our new office will be located down
South Main Street, about a mile from
the Quad. While we’ll have extensively
more room to stretch our feet, we’ll be
slightly removed from the campus. To our
understanding the move was necessitated

because other departments needed our
space in Seeger. You may call us bitter
about the whole thing, but we have to
deal with this decision and look at it in a
positive way.
In a sense, this office move just
symbolizes the everlasting metaphor of
journalism. Journalists, if you haven’t
noticed, are underdogs. We don’t get paid
well, we don’t have lavish offices and
sometimes our only work perks involve
the thrill of eating stale pizza. But all this
doesn’t mean we don’t put out a good
product.
Our budgets may not be as big as other
creative agencies or organizations, but
we have something that others don’t. It’s
commitment.
We push forward when we’re faced
with criticism. That’s not to mention that
as student journalists, we’re balancing
two 12-hour workdays along with a full
load of classes and attempting to have an
enjoyable social life outside of the office.
But still, we manage to do it all and
remain behind the scenes. We essentially
are always there asking the tough
questions.
So you won’t find us in the new Student
Success Center’s sparkling new offices or
JMU’s leased Ice House space. But you
know what? We like it that way. There’s
something meaningful in being the
underdog. It makes us push more and
more. And sometimes, like this year, we
win a Pacemaker, the most prestigious
award in college media.
Our address may be changing, but we
won’t be. Our office will be distant but
our hearts remain right here in the action.
We’re happy to have experienced Seeger
over the past four years and we’re proud
that we are able to lead this amazing
organization into its next chapter.
Farewell Seeger to one last issue.
Sean Cassidy and IJ Chan are the
Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor of
The Breeze, respectively.

James Chung / The Breeze

The Breeze staff moves their “newsroom necessities” over to the new office on South Main Street.

Farewell column
Rachael Padgett | The Breeze
As a natural writer who would rather hide
I’ll remember how much I began to care
behind a computer screen or with my nose in about the newspaper, the content and how
it was seen and
a book, when I applied for
received by its readthe copy editor position at
ership. Suddenly,
The Breeze in December of It’s strange to think how
it wasn’t just gramlast year, I thought it seemed
becoming confident in my
mar and AP style. I
a good fit.
wasn’t just editing
Copy editor didn’t sound ability to use and rearrange
words on a screen. I
too bold; I could make the
words effectively slowly
edits, keep out of the spotwas reading for conlight. I had little idea that began to ease my self-doubt
tent, asking the hard
the experience would in fact
questions and readas
a
writer
and
leader.
provide me with discovered
ing every story as if I
confidence and leadership
were putting my own
skills that had long been
name on it.
hidden.
I found in The
Besides the hilarious camaraderie I found Breeze an organization bigger than myself
with my fellow editors, what I’ll remember that I’m proud to have put my name on, and
most is learning to be brave through the edi- an experience that I’m grateful to have shared.
tor’s pen. It’s strange to think how becoming
confident in my ability to use and rearrange Rachael Padgett is a senior English
words effectively began to slowly ease my self- major and has been a copy editor for The
Breeze since April.
doubt as a writer and leader.
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Do you know
what
DDDD
Christmas is
all about?
…God put on
ﬂesh and dwelt
among us!
John 1:14

More than just ENT!

"And there were shepherds living out in the ﬁelds nearby, keeping
watch over their ﬂocks at night. An angel of the Lord appeared to
them, and the glory of the Lord shown around them, and they were
"sore afraid." But the angel said to them, "Do not be afraid, I bring you
good news of great joy that will be for all people. Today in the town of
David a Savior has been born to you; he is Christ the Lord." Luke 2:8-11

G

GRAND DUKE
A PA R T M E N T S

Affordable
Pet Friendly &
Close to campus,
Sound good?
2015-2016
Rates are now available

Come Sign with Grand Duke Apartments
They are going Fast!
540.433.1744
thegrandduke.com
How far is

pheasant
run from ...
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WHIPPING TALENT BACK AND FORTH
Willow and Jaden Smith release new albums, page B2
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Hard to knock
Professors decorate their doors with more than just office hours

How is religion like a penis? And should you park in front of an office door?
The answers can be found in the halls of academia at JMU, past the laboratories in the Physics & Chemistry Building, within
the doors of Miller Hall, through the winding hallways in Keezell Hall and down the stairways of Harrison Hall. The basics of
office door postings include office hours and maybe a comic strip or two, but some have far surpassed expectations.
By Molly Jacob | The Breeze

Harrison 0267

John Gruver lets his door do the
talking for him.
“Millions are good without
God,” reads one of the 149 scraps,
articles, comic strips, photos,
charts, diagrams, Post-it notes
and hand-scrawled letters on and
beyond his door.
Another posting explains that
homophobia isn’t a phobia:
“You’re not scared. You’re an
asshole.”
“I went to the Creation Museum and all I got was stupider,”
reads a comic.
“[My door] lets me express
opinions without actually having to walk up to somebody and
say, ‘Look, here’s what I believe,’ “
Gruver, the network and lab manager for the School of Media Arts
and Design, said. “I don’t want to
impose on anybody.”
It all started in 2005 with a
screenshot of Hurricane Katrina
TV coverage with the blooper
caption, “Bush: one of the worst
disasters to hit the U.S.” It was
soon torn down.
MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE
“I thought, “Oh, I’m not having John Gruver next to his office door in Harrison Hall. The door
this,’” Gruver said.
showcases 149 scraps, comic strips, photos and other notes.
Gruver encouraged the culprit
to post an explanation and thus
began a hearty exchange of beliefs.
have to lose by believing?”
Gruver leaves paper and a pen out for replies
Gruver now has a screen mounted to the left
with the promise that he won’t tear down any- of his door that plays comedy clips, music videos
thing because “you learn from people you and other quirky scenes. SMAD paid $170 to hook
disagree with.”
up the cables, even though Gruver offered to pay.
One anonymous note “from a queer, agnostic
So how is religion like a penis? A clipping
woman of color who’d be trapped without left- explains, “It’s fine to have one. It’s fine to be proud
ism” gives Gruver a “hug.” Another responds to of it. But please don’t whip it out in public and
his door postings by asking him, “What do you start waving it around.”

Keezell 106

Donald Corbin has the
world on his door, or at least
49 of its nations, in the form
of bumper stickers. And
that’s only half of the countries he’s visited.
“I’ve never met a people, a culture or language
that I wasn’t interested in
learning more about,” said
Corbin, a French and Italian professor.
Corbin has visited 82
countries on five continents. That’s more than
40 percent of the world’s
nations.
Corbin has visited
France “20 or 25 times”
and feels a strong connection to this country because
it was where he had his first
job out of graduate school:
teaching English and physical education.
Corbin’s door is naturally multilingual, as
demonstrated by examMARSHAL RIGGS / THE BREEZE
ples in French, Italian and
Romanian, respectively.
Donald Corbin’s door is located in Keezell Hall. The door reflects
Privé (Private).
his love for travel with bumper stickers from all over the world.
E Vietato l’accesso ai non
addetti ai lavori (Access is
forbidden to non-employees).
While Corbin is a Harrisonburg native (or a
Intrarea interzisa persoanelor straine “local yokel”), he says he’s “never tired of getting away.
(Entry is forbidden to outsiders).
Department Head Giuliana Fazzion attri“I’m a Virginian to the hilt, but I would hope
butes Corbin’s loud door to his “extravagant” to think that, in a sense, I’m a citizen of the
personality.
world.”
“You always know when Don is around”
And, in case you were still wondering:
when he shouts multilingual greetings down Prière de ne pas stationner devant cette porte
(Please do not park in front of the door).
the halls.

Contact Molly Jacob at jacobmm@dukes.jmu.edu. For more doors, check out breezejmu.org.

Painting the town red

JMU student hip-hop artist has released several EPs, writes new lyrics to beats of popular hits

ERIN WILLIAMS / THE BREEZE

As president of JMU’s The Word is Born Writers’ Society, senior English major Sean Townsend is an avid poet. He receives much of his inspiration from hip-hop artists Pharoahe Monch and Tonedeff.
By DOMINIQUE LATEGANO
The Breeze

Sean Townsend stands onstage under the beaming lights at Taylor Down Under while students lounge on couches chatting and
doing homework. Performing under the name of The Town’s End,
he introduces “Reaching For The Top,” a lyrical remix of Drake’s
“Started From the Bottom.”
The familiar beat starts to pulse and heads start to nod but the
attention isn’t on him, not yet. Gathering his breath, he starts
spitting lines at the speed of Eminem and immediately has the
attention of the entire room.
“Listening to gibberish, wishin’ wisdom hits to strip the grief, it’s
like a trip to me lifting me off the tryptamine.”
Each line is heavy with internal and end rhyme, overall creating an overall multi-syllabic sound throughout the rap. He goes
on for a minute straight, barely breathing between line after line
of tongue twisters.
He manages a quick thank you between songs, only catching a
couple deep breaths before he begins another rap called the “Intro,”
over the instrumental of “What The Hook Gon Be” by Murphy Lee.
Off stage, the senior English major doesn’t look like your average rapper; his neat hair slicked to the side, clean-cut goatee and
chinstrap are more “hip” than hip-hop.
“I’m a writer of various genres and styles,” Townsend said. “I’m a
poet first, rapper second, or a poet-rapper. Right now I’m focusing
more on my raps because that’s what people like.”
Townsend works in collaboration with senior integrated science
and technology major Ross Ellingworth to record and produce his

raps. Townsend is working on a fourth EP that will be released in
the spring. Having worked with Townsend since freshman year,
Ellingworth is in charge of producing, mixing and mastering the
tracks, while Townsend handles the lyrical side.
“I contribute by tweaking little things to make the entire album
have a similar tone. That’s how I direct it,” Ellingworth said. “When
we get into the recording process, some phrases do not work like
we thought they would so I’ll sometimes make suggestions.”

“I make the type of music I like to listen
to — quick, dense and meaningful.”
Sean Townsend

senior English major and student hip-hop artist

The Town’s End’s recorded collection of EPs is available on
Bandcamp, including the original “Perspectives EP,” released in
Feb. 2013.
The overall sound of “Perspectives” is futuristic and cinematic,
with synths and a fast backbeat. The lyrics of each song, spit quickly,
tell a story that creates an interesting dichotomy of high lyrical and
musical quality.
“I make the type of music I like to listen to — quick, dense and
meaningful,” Townsend said.
In June of this year, “The Town’s End EP,” was released, showcasing a collection of remixes. The first track off the album, “The

Intro” starts off with a dramatic self-introduction of The Town’s End
as “the wildest white boy, the Swami of syllables,” before opening
into Townsend’s rapping.
The album as a whole demonstrates Townsend’s ability to
add deeper meaning to mainstream songs through complex lyrics. For example, Lorde’s “Royals” is remixed and overlaid with
Townsend’s rapping, creating a completely different song from
the original.
Townsend’s inspiration for writing poetry and raps started in
high school after falling in love with the fast rapping complex fullline rhyme schemes of hip-hop artists such as Pharoahe Monch
and Tonedeff.
“Hip-hop was my first love; it was a release from teenage angst,”
Townsend said. “I just kept going and then realized I wanted to
be an English major.”
At JMU, Townsend became a part of The Word Is Born Writers’
Society, JMU’s only student-run writing organization, and is now
the current president. The Word Is Born performs at TDU’s open
mic night where The Town’s End can also be heard performing.
“Sean is one of the most inspirational people in The Word is
Born [Writers’ Society]; he really pushes everyone to get into performing,” Brittany Fisher, a senior media arts and design major,
said. “I wouldn’t be doing spoken word if it wasn’t for Sean.”
Townsend’s involvement in poetry and spoken work evolved at
JMU, with inspiration from his creative writing professors, most
notably Laurie Kutchins, a professor in the English department
and director of the interdisciplinary creative writing program.
see RAP, page B2
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EXCUSES | Professors skeptical of student claims
from front

time for class. She emailed her professor
explaining she was suffering from sun poisoning that prevented her from completing
her assignment and warranted a trip to the
University Health Center. She never made the
appointment.
“I did get sunburn from writing that paper
outside and used that as inspiration for my
excuse,” she said. The burn was by no means
crippling.
Her professor took pity and granted her an
hour extension.
Not all professors fall for excuses like these.
Assistant professor of philosophy Patrick
Fleming remains skeptical of some email
excuses, such as an email from an unfamiliar
student that said a student in his class would
be visiting a friend in a mental hospital and
thus would have to miss the lecture.
“I’ve never had another student email for a
student in my class,” Fleming said.
But, some far-fetched excuses are actually
true.
“It’s usually a clichéd thing to say your dog
ate your homework,” senior international
affairs major Lauren Roper said.
But in Roper’s case, her sister’s eight-weekold puppy, Riley, brought this stereotype to
reality.
Roper, from Hillsville, Virginia, waited until
the last minute to finish her assigned reading for a class in her sophomore year. While

cuddling on the couch, with Riley adding to
her procrastination, Roper noticed a damp
sensation on her lap.
Riley had peed on her textbook.
Panicked, Roper emailed photographic evidence to her professor, explaining her smelly
situation. Unfortunately, her professor didn’t
respond before class.

“The night before or the day
of an exam, my suspicion
goes way, way up.”
Charles Bolyard

philosophy and religion
department head

After air-drying it overnight, Roper transported the tainted textbook in a gray Walmart
plastic bag to office hours to show her professor. Caught off-guard by the slight aroma of
ammonia wafting from the pages, the professor granted Roper an extension until a new
copy of the book arrived.
A clichéd excuse JMU professors tire of is
late arrivals due to the train cutting across
campus.
“That one is so overdone. I get that one
... four to five times a semester depending
on where I’m teaching. If I teach a class in
Memorial, the number tends to go up,” Bolyard

said.
While students do get trapped behind the
train, some professors say this is not a valid
reason for tardiness and that students should
leave earlier for class.
Another popular excuse is printer malfunctions, but according to Bolyard, “We don’t fall
for that.”
The worst time to email an excuse?
“The night before or the day of an exam, my
suspicion goes way, way up,” he said.
Visiting assistant professor of fiber arts Robert Mertens recalls his strangest encounter
with a student, 10 years ago at the University
of Oregon.
On the first day of class, Mertens went over
the syllabus, detailing the attendance policy
which states that after three absences, a student will automatically fail the class.
One of his students apparently didn’t take
the policy seriously.
The student attended Mertens’ twice-weekly
lecture for the first three weeks and then disappeared until week seven, when he showed up
to class as if nothing had happened.
“I thought he dropped!” Mertens said.
The student explained that the 8 a.m. wakeup call was too much for him and ended up
failing the class.
“I don’t feel like getting up at 8 a.m., either,
but here I am,” Mertens said.

album review

Music
in the
family
Siblings Willow and
Jaden Smith drop albums
one day apart

CONTACT Emily Bagdasarian
at bagdasel@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Sean Townsend adds deeper meanings to current pop and hiphop songs by writing his own raps over the existing beats.

“Sean has this synthesis going on in his evolution with the
poem as a performance piece, and the poem as the visual
space on the page,” Kutchins said. “He’s working with both
very powerfully.”
Townsend’s second ongoing project, not a rap, but a book of
poems called “Moments,” was born out of Kutchins’ advanced
poetry class. Written in a leather-bound notebook, Townsend’s
handwriting consists of perfectly crafted letters with lines tending to stray from the left margin, sometimes spreading across
the whole page.
“Moments” follows an artist’s journey, revealing the story
piece by piece through moments in the artist’s life. Although
fictional, it’s largely influenced by Townsend’s life, exploring
the difficult topics of religion and loss in belief.
“I’m a contrarian: I have a constant need for things to be new
and different and if someone has done it before then I don’t
want to do it,” Townsend said. “I write to make people experience things they’ve never experienced before, and I write to
push boundaries of hip hop and poetry.”
Although “Moments” won’t be released until 2015, Townsend
plans on pursuing his rap and writing career out of college.
Townsend will finish up his last semester at JMU in the spring
with a final class taught by Kutchins, his mentor and inspiration.
“Writing gives me the complete freedom to say whatever
I want, however I want,” Townsend said. “I’m going to keep
writing because I’m never going to stop feeling the need for
newness.”
CONTACT Dominique Lategano at
lategada@dukes.jmu.edu.

movie review

(Inter) Stellar

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Anne Hathaway (left) and Matthew McConaughey on the set of Christopher Nolan’s latest film, “Interstellar,” which debuted on Nov. 5.

New blockbuster explores potential of human survival beyond Earth
By TYLER MORRIS
contributing writer

“Do not go gentle into that good night. Rage, rage against the dying
of the light.”
What can, and will be, argued as Christopher Nolan’s grandest film
to date, “Interstellar” was released this past month, and has sparked
glittering appraisals, heated conversations and heavy criticisms alike.
Once again taking the helm as director and co-writer, Nolan has come
out with his ninth feature film— after such successes as “Inception”
and “The Dark Knight” trilogy — that puts audiences in the pilot’s seat
(especially in 70 mm IMAX theaters) and brings them on mankind’s
greatest journey: an exploration of potentially habitable worlds outside
of our universe via the use of wormholes, which are theoretical short-cuts
through space and time.
This movie’s achievements surpass almost anything seen on screen
before. Solid acting, magnificent and awe-inspiring visuals, purposefully
cacophonic sound mixing and a beautifully haunting score composed by
Hans Zimmer culminate into an Oscar-worthy masterpiece.
Movie aesthetics aside, screenwriters
Nolan and his brother, Jonathan, created a “Interstellar”
mind-bending story supported by science
that manages to question the unknown: 
What would happen if man traveled PG-13 169 min.
through a wormhole? Exactly how much Starring Matthew
time do we have left on this earth? Does McConaughey and Anne
the human race truly have a place among Hathaway
the stars?
Unfortunately, many movies that explore themes about the boundaries
of human knowledge often get lost in plausibility, and overlook the
underlying human story.
Yet, while watching a movie in which aliens or robots attack and
destroy cities at large (I’m looking at you, “Avengers”), no one blinks an
eye. It would appear that movies that are based on facts, like “Interstellar,”
receive starker (hi, Tony Stark) criticism than movies that contain no such
hint of reality.

This isn’t to say that unrealistic films are incapable of reaping
enjoyment from mass audiences — because they do and they’re currently
dominating the movie industry and the box office itself.
Traditionally, movies are used as a way to escape one’s reality, if only
for an hour or two (or three if we’re including Quentin Tarantino’s films).
When the world on screen is depicted as entirely fictitious, audiences
are seamlessly able to detach themselves from the real world and enter
a realm of pure imagination.
With the acceptance of this notion, once movies like “Interstellar” are
released, criticism ironically tends to arise from the lack of all-consuming
fictitiousness. Holes are then unrightfully poked into a plot that never
claimed to be real and science that never claimed to be fact, simply theory
(so, science fiction…?). Interstellar was built on the foundation of scientific
research and used the malleable nature of fiction to fill in relatively small
plausibility errors (if there is such a thing as error in fiction).
Nolan exercised the freedoms of fiction while doing his best to stay
scientifically grounded as a way to avoid floating off into the deep space
of utter unbelievability.
Recently, it’s been claimed that Hollywood is currently in the process of
“murdering” the movies. In other words, the uprising of special effects and
innovative digital film technologies has thrown original story making and
the ideology of movies as art into the position of a martyr. But something
delicate and beautiful is lost in the pursuit of spectacle that “Interstellar”
is bringing back.
Welsh poet Dylan Thomas’ 1951 villanelle, “Do Not Go Gentle Into That
Good Night” is used as a motif throughout “Interstellar,” encouraging the
NASA explorers throughout their journey to “rage against the dying of
the light” or, in this particular case, the dying of the human race. Nolan
does not grace us with spectacle movies, but rather with art. He has
taken it upon himself to revive Hollywood and enlighten its ignorance
and catalyze thought itself. He is attempting to give movies a soul rather
than just a bright and shiny exterior. He is valiantly raging against the
dying of the light.
Tyler Morris is a junior writing, rhetoric and technical
communication major. Contact Tyler at morristc@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Ten-year-old Jaden Smith (left), his mother, Jada
Smith, and his sister, 8-year-old Willow Smith,
pose at the premier of “Kit Kittredge: An American
Girl” in 2008. Now 16 and 14 respectively, the two
siblings both recently released solo albums.
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

After reading a number of articles about
Jaden and Willow Smith’s bizarre philosophical
views (keep in mind they are 16 and 14
respectively), I was only looking forward to
their albums dropping so that the media could
continue to make fun of them and I could
indulge in more amusing articles. I mean, who
wouldn’t mock Willow Smith when she said,
“I mean, time for me, I can make it go slow or
fast, however I please, and that’s how I know
it doesn’t exist,” or Jaden Smith when he said,
“I’m going to imprint myself on everything
in this world. I have a goal to be just the most
craziest person of all time.”
But their albums
Willow Smith
surprised me. Sure, at
times the lyrics reflect
“3”
the wannabe precocity

of the two kids, but the
Released Nov. 17
fact that they display
talent can’t be ignored.
Willow released her three-song EP, “3,” on
Nov. 17. The songs consist of simple and mature
beats, very unlike her previous works such as
“Whip My Hair.” In regard to the overall sound
influences of the album, Jhene Aiko and SZA
(who is featured in one song) come to mind.
Her lyrics are pretty much what I expected
after reading some of the articles she and her
brother were featured in. In “8” she raps, “Take
the money/ Take the fame/ All I want is truth.”
It’s nothing mind-blowing, but when I was 14
my typical thoughts revolved around whether
or not I could find a pair of pants in my size at
Abercrombie. However, some of her lyrics are
still a bit odd. In “Flowers,” the last song on
the album, she sings, “Tell you ’bout the story
of Poseidon/ He was a young boy who was
enlightened/ Kinda like Jaden.” This line is a
little strange. Don’t get me wrong, it’s sweet,
but this wacky line in which she believes her
brother to be enlightened really mirrors the
views she held in her interviews. Even though
there are a couple of zany lines like this, the
album as a whole shows potential for the young
artist and proves that she is not just another
privileged famous kid to poke fun at.
Jaden’s album, “Cool Tape Vol. 2,” dropped
on Nov. 18, and this one’s just as good as his
sister’s. He raps
Jaden Smith
about unrequited
young love and
“Cool Tape
girls, and, well,
Vol. 2”
yeah that’s pretty
much it. But he’s a

16-year-old boy, so
Released Nov. 18
what else would we
expect? While his descriptions of women are
limited to one word, “sexy,” he otherwise has
relatively intricate thoughts on relationships.
This is shown by “Let it Breathe,” in which he
sings about how an older girl will never like him
but he’ll always love her, “Without a reason/
Like a baby was teethin’ knew you ‘fore I was
breathin’.” The interesting personality present
in his interviews comes out at times too, but it
also comes across as kind of cool. In “Zoned,”
he sings, “I get pretty lost in my head/ Rather
than a dead seed I try to blossom instead/ Take
notes” and, “They don’t see the 144 dimensions
they’re missin’ but it’s fine.”
Overall the album was really well executed. It
features some great rhythms and songs. “PCH,”
which features his sister and is arguably the best
track, features a lovely melody and surprisingly
mature lyrics. The fact that you wouldn’t expect
such good music to come from two teenagers,
especially ones that come off as so batty in
media, seems to be the common theme of their
music that makes it so likeable. While I hope
the two Smiths continue to grace the public
with some more groovy tunes, I also hope that
they don’t lose their creative, bizarre thought
processes, because those juices seem to be the
driving forces behind their impressive music.
Emmy Freedman is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Emmy at
freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Women’s basketball (6-1)

Tropical awakening
Despite the team’s first loss, JMU learned more about itself during San Juan Shootout

Daniel Stein / THE BREEZE

Redshirt senior center Lauren Okafor goes up for a rebound during JMU’s Nov. 16 game against St. Bonaventure. Heading into yesterday’s game, she was No. 5 in the country in rebounds per game.
By Robert Williams
The Breeze

While most students went back to their hometowns for
Thanksgiving, the JMU women’s basketball team spent
some of their vacation in Puerto Rico.
The Dukes competed in the annual San Juan Shootout,
which was started by the athletic organization Sport Tours
International in 1987. In this year’s tournament, they faced
the then-No. 10-ranked University of Maryland and the
University of Houston in a two-day span.
“It was great. It was a business trip,” junior guard Angela
Mickens said. “We’re working on our leadership. We’re
working on not being hesitant, [being] on tempo, and just
putting all the pieces together.”
Last Friday, the Dukes fell short to Maryland 80-64, their
first loss of the season.
“I don’t feel like we played our best basketball game,”
head coach Kenny Brooks said in JMU Athletics’ postgame interview in San Juan. “I thought we were very
tentative in the beginning. We allowed their zone to slow
us down a little bit. We’re really a good ‘zone’ team, but
we didn’t show that until the second half.”
Led by redshirt senior Lauren Okafor, JMU has had an
overall quality showing on the boards this season. But
against Maryland, JMU was out-rebounded 40-28 and

Football (9-4)

Okafor was held to a season-low three rebounds.
“Defensively, we could have done a lot better rebounding,” Okafor said. “I [definitely] put that on myself. We
could have rebounded better and played a little bit harder.”
Brooks said the Dukes needed to “have amnesia” going
into Saturday’s second game. In turn, they defeated the
University of Houston 84-60.
“We needed it,” senior forward Toia Giggetts, who
scored 18 points against Maryland and 10 against Houston, said. “We had to get the nasty taste out [of] our mouth.
We had to get something so we could get back on the winning track.”
Okafor also redeemed herself, racking up a career-high
21 points and 14 rebounds in the win against Houston.
“Once we got through the first half [against] Houston,
we knew that we were going to beat this team,” Okafor said.
“We were just trying to keep generating that energy and
fuel toward pushing through every game the rest of the
season, playing like that, and just being fearless.”
Okafor leads the Colonial Athletic Association conference in rebounds and, heading into yesterday’s game
against the University of Richmond, was ranked No. 5
overall among Division I players, averaging 13.7 rebounds
per game. Okafor posted 14 points and four rebounds in
the 79-68 JMU win.
Overall, the team went into yesterday’s game ranked

No. 20 in Division I in rebounding margin, averaging 12.3
rebounds more than their opponents a game.
“As we saw with Maryland, rebounding is definitely
important and it needs to happen every game,” Okafor
said. “We can play with anybody, but we need to focus
to beat everybody. I just plan to keep continuing to play
hard, try to improve in any area that I can, staying in shape
and just staying confident and trying to keep my teammates motivated.”
The Dukes are still looking to polish up on a few things
leading into future games. One of those things, according
to Giggetts, is starting and finishing with equal strength.
“We can’t always come back when we get down,”
Giggetts said. “We have to start off on the right foot. We
need to start out coming hard and not playing with teams.
[The goal is] just to come out [playing] like it’s my last,
because it is.”
Non-conference play is beginning to wind down and
the Dukes have just four games left before they begin conference play in defense of last year’s conference crown.
“[It’s] just getting right for conference games,” Mickens said. “Of course, all of the games before are just to
get us ready for CAA. So [it’s time] to buckle down and
[add] the finishing touches and the glue to the team.”
Contact Robert Williams at willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Dukes’ first chapter closed
Loss to Liberty ended a productive season for JMU’s new coaching staff
By richie bozek
The Breeze

Last Saturday No. 15 JMU hosted No. 20 Liberty
University in the first round of the 2014 NCAA Football Championship Subdivision playoffs. When the
game ended, so did JMU’s season, as the Dukes fell
short in a 26-21 loss to the Flames. With JMU’s 2014
campaign coming to a close, here are the final Four
Downs to wrap up the season.

1. The seven-game win streak

Daniel Stein / THE BREEZE

Everett Withers was nominated for the Eddie Robinson Award, given to the FCS coach of the year.

JMU finished the 2014 season with an overall
record of 9-4 and a 6-2 record in the Colonial Athletic
Association conference, emerging with a victory in its
final seven games of the regular season. The streak
was JMU’s longest since the 2008 season, when the
program won 12 straight games.
Throughout the win streak the Dukes scored 44.7
points per game and held their opponents to 24.2
points per game.
However, the Dukes were accustomed to overpowering their opponents’ defenses. The 44.7 points per
game produced by the JMU offense was considered
one of the more lethal in not only the conference,
but the FCS. The Dukes recorded a CAA-best 484.6
total yards per game, and a third-ranked 35.7 points

per game.
Liberty ended the streak in what was JMU’s first
playoff game since 2011 and the first at Bridgeforth
Stadium since 2008. The game drew 13,040 fans, the
lowest total since the stadium expanded to 25,000
seats in 2011. But the number was second highest
among all eight first-round playoff games, falling
behind the University of Montana’s 14,108.

2. National watch lists
Both redshirt junior quarterback Vad Lee and
head coach Everett Withers were nominated to
receive national honors toward the tail end of the
season.
Lee had a record-breaking season seated at the
helm of the the ship that was the Dukes’ offense.
Lee led the CAA in passing with 3,462 yards on the
season, throwing for 266.3 yards per game.
After the 2014 season, Lee’s name can be found
in several places in the JMU football records book.
He was the first quarterback in program history to
throw for at least 3,000 total yards in a single season,
breaking Michael Birdsong’s record of 2,728 passing yards last season. Lee also set the Dukes’ record
see Football, page B4
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2014 JMU Football Records
by the numbers
6,300 total yards of offense

315 first downs

1,060 total plays

Previous record: 4,552 yards in 1991

Previous record: 237 first downs in 1992

Previous record: 802 plays in 1982 and 2002

Quarterback Vad Lee’s Individual Records
30 passing touchdowns

465 passing attempts

3,462 passing Yards

Previous record: 22 by Michael Birdsong in 2013

Previous record: 376 by Michael Birdsong in 2013

Previous record: 2,728 by Michael Birdsong in 2013

4,288 Yards of total offenSe

282 Pass completions

Previous record: 3,304 by Rodney Landers in 2008

Previous record: 228 by Michael Birdsong in 2013

Defensive Lineman Sage Harold’s Individual Record
13.5 sacks
Previous record: 12 by Chris Morant in 1999
Kelsey Harding / THE BREEZE

Football | Dukes have 17 Class of 2015 recruits committed so far
from page B3

for pass attempts (465) and completions (282) in
a single season.
His 30 passing touchdowns also rewrote the
record books. Last but not least, he set the single-game passing record, throwing for 433 yards
on Nov. 15 at the University of Richmond.
The dual-threat quarterback also led the Dukes
in rushing yardage on the season with 826 yards
on the ground, averaging 63.5 yards per game.
Lee also found the end zone nine times running
the ball.
Lee was nominated as a finalist for the Walter Payton award, which is presented to the most
outstanding offensive player in the Football
Championship Subdivision. He finished fourth
place in voting behind quarterbacks Vernon
Adams, Jr. from Eastern Washington University,
Justin Arias from Idaho State University and John
Robertson from Villanova University. The winner
out of these top three will be announced Dec. 15
at The Sports Network FCS Awards Banquet and
Presentation.

Withers was one of 21 coaches to be nominated
for the Eddie Robinson Award, which recognizes the FCS coach of the year. This year, Withers
became the fourth straight coach in JMU history
to lead the Dukes to the playoffs in his first year
at the helm. He joined Rip Scherer in 1991, Alex
Wood in 1995 and Mickey Matthews in 1999.

3. CAA honors
JMU had seven members on its roster who
were given All-CAA conference honors.
Senior defensive lineman Sage Harold and
senior safety Dean Marlowe were both named
to All-CAA first team.
Harold set the JMU single season sack record
with 13.5 on the year. The previous record was 12
sacks set in the 1999 season by Chris Morant.
Marlowe also had a standout year, and had four
interceptions in the final two games of the season.
Named to the second team were Lee, redshirt
senior wide receiver Daniel Brown and redshirt
sophomore offensive lineman Mitchell Kirsch.
Brown led all JMU receivers this season with 42

catches for 606 yards. His seven touchdowns
were second only to senior wide receiver DeAndre’ Smith.
Redshirt sophomore cornerback Taylor Reynolds was also named to the second team. Reynolds
tied Marlowe for the team lead in interceptions
with four, including two returned for touchdowns
against Richmond.
Redshirt senior defensive lineman Brandon Lee
represented the Dukes on the third team. Lee was
second on the team with seven sacks.

4. In with the new
The Dukes currently have 19 seniors and redshirt seniors on their roster.
“I’m really proud of this senior class that
bought into a new culture at JMU,” Withers said
post game on Saturday. “I feel like we got a good
nucleus [and] I’m going to hit the road recruiting
next week.”
At this point, according to dukesofjmu.com,
JMU has 17 incoming recruits committed to the
program to help fill in the shoes of graduating

GET OFF THE BENCH

players.
According to ESPN, the Dukes’ incoming
recruiting class contains three three-star recruits
and one two-star recruit.
The three-star recruits include quarterback
and defensive tackle Kevin Johnson from Atlanta, Georgia, 6-foot-4, 256-pound defensive tackle
Jordan Brooks from Clifton, Virginia and running
back Trai Sharp from Carrboro, North Carolina.
Coming in as a two-star recruit is cornerback
Charles Tutt, a teammate of Brooks also from
Clifton, Virginia.
“Everybody that’s not in [the senior’s] shoes,
all the younger guys, they have a great future
ahead of them in this program,” Marlowe said
Saturday.
While the players not leaving may have a great
future ahead of them, the legacy of this year’s
senior class will not be forgotten.
“All those [seniors] really started something,
started a tradition here,” Lee said.
Contact Richie Bozek at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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Hummingbird
320 S Main St
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
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Exciting fall clothing
and accessories for both
women and men
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First Fridays 11am - 8pm
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Volleyball (17-14)

‘Our ultimate goal is to win the conference’
Q&A with head volleyball coach Lauren Steinbrecher
players but they will bring a lot to the
program. Bryn [Recker] is very polished.
She already has ball control and can
After falling to No. 2-seeded Hofstra
move the ball around. Kelly [Vahos] and
University in the semifinal round of the
Taylor [Gail] are extremely athletic and
Colonial Athletic Association championship
the sky is the limit for those two once
tournament last weekend, the JMU
they get in our gym and start training.
women’s volleyball team’s season is
Those three could be some of the best
officially over. The Dukes finished with an
players, but I think I say that every year.
overall record of 17-14. In CAA conference
We’re super excited about them.
play, the Dukes finished with an even
What do you think they can bring to
record of 8-8. The team will graduate four
the program, aside from their athletic
seniors, but is looking forward to three
ability?
recently signed recruits.
I think their drive would be a big thing,
On Wednesday, head coach Lauren
especially with Kelly. I just think she
Steinbrecher was able to shed some of her
is determined to win championships,
thoughts on the past season.
leave her mark and break records. But
I think they’re all high character people
What did you learn from JMU’s
who will be great teammates and great
experience in the CAA tournament this
students.
season?
Why do you think they are good fits
Every time you have an experience like
for the program?
that, I think the most important thing the
All three of them are very good in the
girls learn is the hunger and desire to do
classroom and I think they’ll just do all
better next year, after losing in the semis.
those things that make JMU proud, all
But I think we can take a hard look at our
the intangibles. They’ll represent the
team and say we have to be more terminal
Daniel Stein / The breeze university at a high level.
in our outside 10 and we have to serve and
Head coach Lauren Steinbrecher instructs her players at practice on Nov. 18. JMU finished 17-14 this season. How do you think next year’s team will
pass at a higher level. Overall, I think they
compare to this year’s team?
did a pretty good job in the tournament.
I think that we’ll be better. We’ll be a
What do you think the team can build and improve on for next year?
year older. We have a year to train, a year to improve. We have a lot of pieces back next
I think every part of our game honestly can get better. We’ll put a big focus on our
year. We’re bringing in a big class and I think we’ll be better.
ball control and our passing. We need more players to step in and be able to pass
What are your goals as far as the offseason goes?
at a higher level. Everybody’s game needs to get better. Our blocking can continue
Just to get better every single day, and that’s kind of hard in the offseason because
to improve, our outside attacking, being smart with the ball but still being able to
you’re not competing. But just being able to bring it every day and find a skill or
terminate at a higher level, serving for sure.
an aspect that we can improve because next year our ultimate goal is to win the
How will the team be impacted by losing seniors like Lizzy Briones, Martha
conference.
Stewart, Kelly Maguire and Kristi Richardson?
What are you looking forward to next year?
They were fantastic leaders. They were very composed, very driven, they had an
Well, I love training and I love watching the team play so any match I’m excited about.
unbelievable work ethic, so that will be a huge void to fill in that leadership role. Lizzy
We’re putting the schedule together now, but I’m really excited just to watch the team
was a big contributor on the court all season as well, especially her blocking. So that
come together, and flourish, break records, win championships and all the fun stuff
will be another big hole that another player will need to step up in and fill for next
that goes along with it.
season.
How do you feel about the three recruits that signed on Monday?
Contact Meghan Malloy
I think this class is going to be one of the best we’ve had. They are very different
at malloyme@dukes.jmu.edu.
By Meghan malloy
contributing writer

MBB | Andre Nation’s return brings the Dukes nearer to full strength
from front

Brady, who has been by Nation’s side
through his mistakes over the years, agrees
that Nation’s habitual hindrances to the team
did, in fact, dissolve the trust between the two.
“Yeah, he broke a trust with this group,”
Brady said. “I can tell you as a head coach
rightly or wrongly, I don’t hold grudges.”
Following a bunk drive to the lane by Curry,
with the game tied 61-61 and 25 seconds
remaining, the Camels looked to have the last
say until junior forward D.J. Mason got called
for a moving screen with six seconds to play,
giving the Dukes one last shot.
Nation was hurting at this point. With 1:07
left, he took an extended break between the
front and back end of two free throws to massage out a cramp.
“All he had to do was jump one time and
we had a chance to win the game,” Brady said.
“He’s got a lot of heart. He’s not nearly ready in
game fitness.”
Up until this point in the season, any play of
this nature would start and finish in the hands
of Curry. Nation watched on from the stands
on Nov. 17 as Curry sank a three from the corner with 3.3 left on the clock, lifting JMU over
Radford University 74-71. This was game two of
five in Nation’s suspension.
Fast forward 15 days, Nation’s back and any
opposition must account for this dual threat of
capabilities.
“You have to play him as a driver, but he
could also hit five three’s on you,” Campbell
head coach Kevin McGeehan said. “He’s just a
player, just a baller.”
Now, 6.3 seconds remain after Mason’s moving screen. Curry marched the ball up past half
court. One may have assumed Brady’s would
use a timeout to set up one last play.

Sam Taylor / The breeze

Junior guard Andre Nation received an ally-oop pass from fellow junior guard Ron Curry to secure a 63-61 victory against Cambell University Tuesday night.

Before it was realized that no timeout
would be taken, Nation was flying past the
right shoulder of sophomore forward Yohanny Dalembert, who had just set an invaluable
screen. Eyes reverted back to the top of the
key, as Curry has lobbed the ball to left of the
rim. Whip to the left, Nation is mid-air to grab
the ball, eye level with the rim before slamming it home.
An alley-oop with 2.3 seconds left on the
clock. Who could write it better? But in the
ensuing moment, Nation grabbed for his left
leg as cramps again flared up.
JMU 63, Campbell 61 as the buzzer sounded,

Stay warm,
stay updated.
Follow us on
Twitter

@TheBreezeSports.

signaling the Dukes’ fifth win of the season.
“Just the trust that we have in each other,”
Nation said. “That play was made because
he [Dalembert] set a good screen. No one
gives him credit for that. I caught the ball and
dunked it. I’ve been doing that since high
school. And Ron has been doing that since high
school, making good passes. It was the screen
that got me open.”
With Nation back, the Dukes (5-2) are one
step closer to having the whole team in action.
Freshman guard Joey McLean, who is out with
a left foot injury, is expected back in middle of
December. In the meantime, having Nation,

a third team All-Colonial Athletic Association
member, back is a joyous notion.
“My No. 1 job as a college basketball coach at
JMU or anywhere else is to try teach life lessons
and help these guys graduate college and figure
out how to be a better person,” Brady said.
It’s known that Nation has pride. The
question is whether he will abide by Brady’s
standards from here on out.
“He and I are on this journey together,” Brady
said. “Hopefully we come out on the other side.”
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.
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Homes for Rent

Apts for Rent

8 bed 3bath house 144 N
High St. avail Aug 2015 $420
per room.
http://offcmp.us/absgza
jessesnielsen@yahoo.com

1-BR Downtown Stainless
Appliances, Hard Wood
Floors $595, 540-564-2659
http://www.castleproperty.
com
3-BR 2.5-BA Townhouse,
Stainless Appliances,
Fenced Yard, $1,030.00
http://www.castleproperty.
com 540-564-2659
Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Properties, Hard Wood Floors
http://www.castleproperty.
com 540-564-2659

DEVON LANE.
3&4 Bedroom Townhomes.
Available August 2015.
(540)435-7861.
DevonshireRentals
@gmail.com
House For Rent 2015/2016
Maryland Ave 1/4 mile from
Campus Fenced in Backyard.
4 bedrooms 3full baths 2 full
kitchens Large rec room.
Group lease $1475.00 per
month Contact: Greg
540 560 3833.
gpfaff1@comcast.net
Large Student Friendly Victorian house now renting for
fall, 2014, has four bedrooms plus a bonus room office or den with separate entrance and bike storage
room, 2 full baths, living
room, eat-in kitchen, hardwood floors, large front
porch w/ swing, Wi-Fi connection, all major kitchen appliances, Washer/ Dryer, new
roof, newly painted exterior,
off street parking for 4 -5
vehicles, 8 blocks from JMU,
4 blocks from Court Square
H’burg. NO PETS. $1500
month. Call 540-810-3631

Help Wanted
SemesterBreakWork.com
$15.00-17.00 Base-Appt.

Small batch, hand roasted coﬀee.
Freshly baked pastries & house
made sandwiches.
www.facebook.com/greenberrysharrisonburg

400 S High St Harrisonburg, VA

540.434.0111

- 1-5 week work program
- Apply NOW, begin after
finals!
- Flexible schedules
- Continue in
spring/summer
- Customer sales/service
- Conditions apply
- Ages 18+
- Possible scholarships
- All majors considered
SemesterBreakWork.com

GET BUCKS
FOR BOOKS

IN-STORE OR ONLINE AT BUYBACK.COM
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
NEXT TO STADIUM AND GODWIN HALL
SHOPJMU.COM |

/JMUBOOKSTORE
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N E W L O O K . N E W NA M E .
THE COMMONS IS NOW

C A M P U S E D G E J M U. C O M

NEW HARDWOOD-STYLE FLOORS • NEW BLACK APPLIANCES
NEW EXTERIOR SIDING • NOW A FULLY GATED COMMUNITY

N E W LOW R AT E S @ $ 3 39
+ S AV E $1 5 0 W I T H R E D U C E D F E E S
CAMPUSEDGEJMU.COM
869 B Port Republic Rd • 540.438.3835
Rates & fees subject to change.

